
 

ENGLISH (SBI CLASS 13 MAY 2019)
MON – MOCK SPEED TEST #1 (15 QUESTIONS/15 MARKS) (GRAMMAR 

SECTION)  

 (ERRORS/PHRASE REPLACEMENT/WORD ERROR/STARTERS & 

CONNECTORS)  

TUES – GRAMMAR #1 (ERRORS/PHRASE REPLACE/WORD 

ERROR/STARTERS & CONNECTORS) 

WED – MOCK SEED TEST #2 (15 QUESTIONS/15 MARKS) (LANGUAGE 

SECTION) (FILLERS/REARRANGEMENT/CLOZE TEST/R.C.)  

THURS – LANGUAGE #1 (FILLERS/REARRANGEMENT/CLOZE 

TEST/R.C.)  

FRI - MOCK SPEED TEST #3 (15 QUESTIONS/15 MARKS) (GRAMMAR) 

(ERRORS/PHRASE REPLACEMENT/WORD ERROR/STARTERS & 

CONNECTORS)  

SAT – GRAMMAR #2 (ERRORS/PHRASE REPLACE/WORD 

ERROR/STARTERS & CONNECTORS) 

Direction (1-5) (ERROR DETECTION) 

 In each of the following sentences four sections  have been given marked with 

A, B, C and D. Find out which section has an error, either grammatical  or 

contextual. 

 

1.  Since the attachment of the air coolers (A)/ in all the rooms in the office (B)/, 

working here became very pleasant (C)/ especially on the afternoons (D).   

2.  If a businessman succeeds (A)/ in making us believe that his (B)/ products are 

superior than others (C)/, he can create a monopoly for himself (D). 

3.  A look at migration data suggests (A)/ that the number of deaths due to (B)/ 

many reasons do not necessarily indicate (C)/ the crisis that is being described 

(D). 

4.  The share of revenues (A)/ earned from the rural and urban market (B)/ has 

gone up steady (C)/ over the last few years (D). 

5.  Companies now are moving fast (A)/ on automation to ensure success at a 

time (B)/ where the technology and business (C)/ are undergoing rapid 

changes (D).  

Direction (6-10) (PHRASE REPLACEMENT) 

 Which of the following phrases (A), (B), (C) and (D) given below each 

sentence should replace the phrase printed in highlighted letters to make the  

sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is, mark (E) 

i.e. "No Replacement required" as the answer. 

6.  The weather department says that it will be a trend of unseasonal rainfall in 

April in recent years. 

 A. It will have been B. There has been 

 C. It may have been D. there may have been 

 E. No replacement Required 

 

7.  The police officer intentionally kept the matter pending so that the accused’s 

family bribed him. 

 A. should be bribed B. will bribe C. has bribed 

 D. should bribe E. No replacement Required 

8.  My friend postponed his marriage as all his plans of going to Africa hang on 

the availability of visa. 

 A. hinges on B. settles on  C. depend on 

 D. lies on E. No replacement Required 

9.  The manager did not call police as the demonstration passed off quietly and 

quickly 

 A. passed out B. passed on C. passed away 

 D. passed by E. No replacement Required 

10.  The principal wanted the students to clearly understand that excuses won't do 

anymore. 

 A. students clearly to understand 

 B. students to understand clearly 

 C. to clearly understand students 

 D. clearly to understand students 

 E. No replacement Required 

 Direction (11-15) (SPELLING/USAGE ERROR) 

 In each of the following questions a sentence is given and four words are 

HIGHLIGHTED in it. One of these four words may be misspelt or wrongly  

used. You have to identify that word and chose the appropriate option as your 

answer. If all the words are correctly spelt and used, then mark ‘All 

Correct(E)’ as your answer.  

11.  They failed to adhere(A) to the terms of the agreement(B) on which they had 

agreed(C) upon early(D). All correct(E).  

12.  The major(A) problem of literacy(B) that it is not excessible(C) to all the 

people conveniently(D). All correct(E).  

13.  Last night the ambassador(A) was summoned(B) to the foreign office 

secretariat(C) to discuss all the crises(D). All correct(E).  

14.  What is breewing(A) in their(B) lab is a breakthrough(C) in technology(D) 

not just for India, but the world. All correct(E).  

15.  The tyranny(A) of the classroom is that every apprentice(B) has to 

undergo(C) the same set of abstrusive(D) lectures. All correct(E).  
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